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Abstract: In the aircraft industry, the high-strength aluminum alloys AA7075 and AA2024 are exten-
sively used for the manufacture of structural parts like stringers and skins, respectively. Additive
manufacturing (AM) of the AA7075-T6 aluminum alloy via friction stir deposition to build con-
tinuously multilayered parts on a substrate of AA2024-T4 aluminum has not been attempted so
far. Accordingly, the present work aimed to explore the applicability of building multilayers of
AA7075-T6 alloy on a substrate sheet of AA2024-T4 alloy via the additive friction stir deposition
(AFSD) technique and to optimize the deposition process parameters. The experiments were con-
ducted over a wide range of feed rates (1–5 mm/min) and rotation speeds (200–1000 rpm). The
axial deposition force and the thermal cycle were recorded. The heat input to achieve the AFSD
was calculated. The AA7075 AFSD products were evaluated visually on the macroscale. The mi-
crostructures were also investigated utilizing an optical microscope and scanning electron microscope
(SEM) equipped with an advanced EDS technique. As well as the presence phases, the mechanical
performance of the deposited materials in terms of hardness and compressive strength was also
examined. The results showed that the efficiency of the deposition process was closely related to
the amount of heat generated, which was governed by the feeding rate, the rotational speed, and
the downward force. AA7075 defect-free continuously multilayered parts were produced without
any discontinuity defects at the interface with the substrate at deposition conditions of 1, 2, 3, and
4 mm/min and a constant 400 rpm consumable rod rotation speed (CRRS). The additively deposited
AA7075-T6 layers exhibited a refined grain structure and uniformly distributed fragment precipitates
compared to the base material (BM). The gain size decreased from 25 µm ± 4 for the AA7075-T6
BM to 1.75 µm ± 0.41 and 3.75 µm ± 0.78 for the AFSD materials fabricated at 1 and 4 mm/min
deposition feeding rates, respectively, at 400 rpm/min. Among the feeding rates used, the 3 mm/min
and 400 rpm rod rotation speed produced an AA7075 deposited part possessing the highest average
hardness of 165 HV ± 5 and a compressive strength of 1320 MPa.

Keywords: additive friction stir deposition; AA7075-T6; AA2024-T4; thermal cycle; macrostructure;
microstructure; mechanical properties; intermetallics
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1. Introduction

AA7075 and AA2024 aluminum alloys are effective, widely used alloys in many mod-
ern engineering applications, for example, in the aerospace, transportation, and military
sectors, due to their high strength-to-weight ratio [1,2]. Important applications include
the construction of strong stiffeners and vertical stringers from AA7075 on AA2024 sheets
in the fabrication of lower fuselage skin panels and flat roof panels in the aerospace
industries [3,4]. The joining of these high-strength alloys via traditional welding tech-
niques is still a challenge. Additive manufacturing technology has recently been applied
in a number of engineering disciplines, including printing, electrical circuits, and surface
protection for various materials, like metals, ceramics, and polymers, where the costs,
material consumption, and time are relatively reduced [5–9]. This technology has been
applied to fabricate complex 3D parts. For metallic materials, it can be classified, based
on the component production methods used, into two classes: additive manufacturing-
based fusion and additive manufacturing-based friction processes. The first class is carried
out in a liquid state based on the principles of a casting process that depends on high
heating and cooling rates of the materials used [10]. Technical problems and limitations
during the fusion-based techniques [11,12] of aluminum alloys include the formation of
dendrite structure, porosity, and solidification cracks. Moreover, a controlled atmosphere
is needed [13,14]. The second class is based on the principles of friction stir welding and
processing [15–18] and is categorized as a solid-state additive manufacturing technique.
The peak temperature of the additive process ranges up to 60–80% of the melting tempera-
ture of the fabricated part [19,20]. Thus, the inherent technical problems and limitations
associated with the fusion additive manufacturing process are negligible [21,22]. Friction-
based additive manufacturing techniques have been adopted as a preferable technology
to produce metallic components for many industries [23–25]. These techniques include
additive manufacturing processes like additive friction stir welding [10], additive friction
stir surfacing (using a hollow shoulder [23,26,27], and additive friction stir deposition
(AFSD) [28–31]. Based on the same principles as friction stir welding, AFSD is a solid-state
technique [3,32]. Thus, it can be considered a promising technology for the deposition of a
wide range of metallic and composite materials. The AFSD process involves use of a rotat-
ing rod set against a fixed substrate plate. In order to construct continuous multilayer bulk
materials, the contact end of the rotating rod is plasticized and deposited on the substrate
as a result of the frictional heat generated at the interface surface between the rod and the
substrate [33,34]. The quality of the deposited materials using the AFSD process depends
on the process parameters, including the consumable rod rotation speed, the feeding rate,
the downward axial force [35], the initial materials (substrate and rod materials), and the
rod diameter [28,29,36]. These process parameters directly influence the heat generated
and play a significant role in the deposited material’s adhesion with the substrate and the
metallurgical properties of the deposited materials. AFSD of different aluminum alloys has
attracted the attention of many researchers in recent years [37,38]. AL Zahrani et al. [29]
utilized AFSD to modify the dendritic grain structure of as-cast A356 aluminum alloy rods
(20 mm diameter) by building several layers at different deposition rates with a constant
CRRS of 1200 rpm. They reported that the as-cast material was deposited in continuous
layers without interfacial defects between the deposited layers and the substrate alloy.
Moreover, the produced deposited parts showed a high degree of grain refining and higher
hardness compared to the as-cast A356. In addition, the authors ascribed the grain refin-
ing to dynamic recrystallization. Ahmed et al. [28] applied the AFSD process to deposit
AA2011-O and AA2011-T6 aluminum alloys on an AA5083 substrate alloy. They found
that the behavior of the materials during deposition was affected by the temper conditions
of the starting rod materials. To achieve a suitable deposition state with the “T6” temper
condition (hard rod material), a high rotation speed of 1200 rpm and deposition rates of
3, 6, and 9 mm/min were necessary. In contrast, in the case of the “O” temper condition
(soft rod material), the alloy required a low rotation speed of 200 rpm and deposition rates
of 1, 2 and 3 mm/min to achieve the deposition process. Karthik et al. [38] succeeded in
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depositing AA5083/TiO2 composite material in discontinues multilayers (layer by layer)
under the processing conditions of a 20 mm diameter consumable rod rotation speed of
800 rpm, a downward force of 7 kN, and a step time of 25 s for each layer.

Joining of the AA7075 and AA2024 aluminum alloys is widely utilized in the auto-
motive and aerospace industries to manufacture structural components. The AA2024 is
applied as a large sheet for the body structures as a skin, while, because of its greater
strength, the AA7075 alloy is employed as a stringer in a T-joint arrangement, which
prevents the skin from buckling. Some studies [4,39,40] have reported that the friction
stir welding process could be used to join these alloys in T-joints at different welding
parameters, concluding that the main governing factor for joint efficiency and metallurgical
properties is the introduced heat input. Based on these concepts, AFSD as a solid-state
process can be applied in the industry to achieve such goals at a certain scale.

Informed by published data, the innovative contribution of the current study comes
from the fact that this is the first attempt to quantify the integral process-microstructure-
property relationships of as-deposited AA7075-T6 on an AA2024-T4 substrate using the
AFSD process.

Thus, the aims of the current work are to explore the possibility of applying AFSD
to build continuously multilayered AA7075-T6 parts on a substrate of AA2024 and to
optimize the process parameters affecting the heat input. To achieve these aims, AFSD
was employed at a wide range of rod rotating speeds (200 to 1200 rpm) and (1, 2, 3, 4,
and 5 mm/min) deposition feeding rates. The downward force and the thermal cycles
to achieve the deposited parts were recorded. The materials produced were evaluated
visually and at the micro-scale. Cross-sections of the deposited materials were prepared
for microstructure investigation and hardness measurement. A compression test was also
applied to the AFSD products to determine their load-carrying capacity. Finally, the XRD
technique was used to examine the presence phases before and after the deposition of the
AA7075-T6 rod alloy.

2. Materials and Procedures
2.1. Initial Materials and Additive Manufacturing Friction Stir Deposition Process

AA7075-T6 aluminum rods were used as consumable feeding rods with a 4 cm diam-
eter and 15 cm length, having a usable length of 10 cm, while the AA2024-T4 aluminum
sheets were used as substrate plates with dimensions of 4 × 70 × 100 mm. Table 1 lists
the chemical composition of the AA2024-T4 and AA7075-T6 alloy materials, which were
produced by Foundry-Master Pro, Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, UK. The AFSD process
employed an FSW machine (Model: EG-1 FSW/FSP, SSMMR-CSE, Suez, Egypt) [41]. Based
on some experimental trials, the bottom surface of the consumable AA7075-T6 rod was
chamfered to promote material flow and to facilitate adhesion between the deposited
materials and the substrate alloy, AA2024 (Figure 1a). At the beginning of each experiment,
the AA2024-T4 substrate was fastened to the machine table, and the prepared AA7075 rod
was gripped in the machine’s rotating shank (Figure 1b). After setting the AFSD parameters
on the machine, the consumable rod material of AA7075-T6 rotated and moved downward
to reach the surface of the clamped AA2024 substrate. The applied AFSD variables were
200, 400, 600, 800, 1000 and 1200 rpm consumable AA7075-T6 rod rotation speeds and
feeding rates from 1 to 5 mm/min. The fed rod was heated by frictional action between the
rotating rod and the stationary substrate, plastically deformed and then began to deposit
as continuous layers from the bottom to top on the AA2024 aluminum alloy substrate to
produce deposited parts (DPs). The generated temperature of the substrate at the center of
the deposited part (DP) was measured by an MDMT- UT61B multimeter, made in China,
via a K-type thermocouple. In addition, the axial downward force for all the applied
AFSD parameters was recorded for each experiment using the machine monitor. Each
experiment of the AA7075-T6 deposition trial was repeated three times under the same
processing conditions.
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Table 1. Chemical composition of the AA7075-T6 and AA2024-T4 alloys.

AA7075-T6

Element Si Mn Cu Zn Fe Mg Cr Al
Wt.% 0.36 0.19 1.14 5.72 0.23 2.62 0.20 Bal.

AA2024-T4

Element Fe Si Mg Ti Zn Mn Cu Al
Wt.% 0.13 0.32 1.15 0.14 0.12 0.44 4.48 Bal.
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Figure 1. (a) Consumable rod chamfer, (b) setup of the AFSD process of the AA7075 rod on the
AA2024 plate, (c) onset of deposition process, (d) schematic drawing of thermocouple layout, and
(e) final deposited product.

2.2. Characterization of the Additive Manufacturing Deposited Parts

For macro- and microstructure examinations, each DP was cross-sectioned halfway
parallel to the deposition direction, ground with silicon carbide abrasive papers up to
2400 grit, and then carefully polished to achieve a surface finish of 0.05 µm alumina,
followed by etching using Keller’s solution (92 mL distilled water, 6 mL HNO3, and 2 mL
HF). The microstructure investigation was performed for the as-received AA7075-T6 rod,
the AA2024-T4 substrate, and the AFSD products using an optical microscope (Type: Zeiss
Axiovert 25 CA, Oberkochen, Germany) and a scanning electron microscope (SEM Quanta
3D 200i, FEI, USA). The average grain size and the grain size distribution were determined.

To apply the X-ray diffraction technique, an XRD Panalytical/model X’Pert PRO
device diffractometer using Cu Kα1 radiation was used to check the presence phases of
the AA7075-T6 rod alloy BM, and the additive friction stir deposited materials, with a
processing speed of 400 rpm and feeding rates of 1, 2, 3 and 4 mm/min. The test was
fulfilled at 2 θ from 10 to 100◦ and a step size of 0.02◦. The hardness of the AA7075-T6
BM and the sectioned DPs was measured using a Vickers hardness testing machine (Type:
HWDV-75 TTS Unlimited, Osaka, Japan) at a 500 g load with a holding time of 15 s. To
plot the hardness measurements of the deposited materials in contour maps, the selected
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area of the tested specimen was divided into five horizontal and fifteen vertical lines with a
2 mm step to adjust the indenter locations, as depicted in Figure 2.
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To determine the maximum compressive strength, a universal testing machine (WDW-
300D, made in China) was used to perform compression tests. The ram speed was kept con-
stant at 1 mm/min. The compression test specimen was prepared according to ASTM E9.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Visual Inspection of the AFSD Parts

First, experiments were conducted to determine the best AFSD conditions for ad-
ditively manufacturing DPs that did not have defects like broken deposition layers or
excessive flash. The high-strength alloys need special treatment in building continuous
multilayers in the solid state, which can be achieved by controlling the factors affecting the
deposition process. In previous works [10,13,24,29,37], it was observed that the rotation
speed and deposition feed rate of the consumable rod are critical process parameters for
AFSD due to their effects on the generated heat input. Wide ranges of rotation speeds and
deposition rates were considered in the present work to investigate the applicability of
deposition of AA7075-T6 on the AA2024 substrate plate. Figure 3 depicts the DPs produced
at rotation speeds ranging from 1200 to 200 rpm using different deposition feed rates
ranging from 1 to 5 mm/min. It was observed that the DPs processed at a deposition rate of
1 mm/min and at 1200, 1000, and 800 rpm formed discontinuous layers with an excessive
flash, as shown in Figure 3a–c, respectively. In addition, at a 1 mm/min feed rate and
600 rpm rotation speed, the AFSD part suffered from tearing (Figure 3d). In contrast, the
DPs processed at different deposition feed rates of 1, 2, 3, and 4 mm/min and a constant
rod rotation of 400 rpm showed built-up continuously multilayered parts of AA7075-T6,
as shown in Figure 3e–h, respectively. These AFSD parts were fully investigated. On
the other hand, the DP processed at 400 rpm and 5 mm/min generated only a deposited
layer of AA7075-T6 on the AA2024 substrate plate (Figure 3i). Finally, the last experiment,
involving the lowest rotation speed of 200 rpm and the lowest deposition rate of 1 mm/min,
showed sticking between the AA7075-T6 consumable rod and the AA2024 substrate at the
beginning of the AFSD process, as seen in Figure 3j. Based on a visual inspection of all the
additively manufacturing deposited materials, it can be noted that the deposition rates of
1, 2, 3 and 4 mm/min at a constant CRRS of 400 rpm succeeded in building continuously
multilayered parts.
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Figure 3. Shows photographs of the deposited materials formed by the AFSD technique processed
at different rotation speeds (1200–200 rpm) and various feed rates (1–5 mm/min) and the visual
inspection remarks.

Figure 4 displays the impact of applying a constant 400 rpm rotation speed, and 1,
2, 3, and 4 mm/min deposition feed rates on the diameter and height of the DPs. It can
be observed that the height of the AA7075-T6 DPs decreased with increasing deposition
feed rate, while the diameter of the DPs increased. The plasticity of AA7075-T6 through
the AFSD is governed by the developed heat generation due to stirring action throughout
the process. This heat input is directly related to the consumable rod’s deposition rate and
rotation speed, as well as adjusting the machine’s axial downward force.
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3.2. Additive Friction Stir Deposition Axial Force

During the AFSD process, the machine’s axial downward force was recorded for all
the processed materials. Only the successfully produced DPs under the conditions of feed
rates from 1 to 4 mm/min and 400 rpm constant rotation speed were plotted against the
deposition time. In general, depending on the axial force values, the AFSD procedure has
three distinct stages: material plasticization, the deposition process, and process ending.
In the beginning, in the first stage, the AA7075-T6 material starts rubbing the AA2024-T4
substrate at the interface with little increase in the axial load. With increasing mechanical
friction during the feeding process, the frictional heat generated rises and leads to the
plasticization of the tip of the consumable rod material.

Subsequently, in stage 2, the deposition process shows nearly stable axial forces of
976, 1020, 1144, and 1225 N at deposition feed rates of 1, 2, 3, and 4 mm/min, respectively.
Thus, it can be noted that the frictional heat generated is adequate to deform and deposit
continuously multilayered parts layer-by-layer with a final diameter-to-height (D/H) ratio
of 2, 2.8, 3.6, and 4.7, as shown in Figure 4. In the final stage, deposition end, the axial
load suddenly decreases after the deposition process ends because the rotating rod moves
upwards, as observed in stage 3. From Figure 4, it can be concluded that the time needed
to deposit the layers of the DP produced at 1 mm/min (Figure 5a) is longer than the time
consumed in building the layers at a 4 mm/min deposition feed rate (Figure 5d).

It is worth noting that the axial force increases with increase in the AA7075-T6 rod
feed rates from 1 to 4 mm/min. This trend may be attributed to the fact that a high
deposition rate faces more resistance in the deposit layers during the continuous feeding
of the rotating consumable rod against the substrate, which causes more axial force to be
required to achieve the deposition process than at a low deposition feed rate.
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3.3. Thermal Cycle during the AFSD Process

Depending on the friction stir processing parameters [33,42–44], the rotating consum-
able rod during the deposition process and under the machine downward force suffers
from both normal and torsional friction forces at its tip during the friction stirring with the
fixed substrate on the machine table in the deposition region. To derive an equation for
recognizing the amount of heat generated during this process, an annulus with a width dR,
an area dA, and an inner radius R at the friction interface between the used rod and the
substrate was selected as a representative element for estimation, as illustrated in Figure 6a.
This annulus is then subject to a torque of dT. The annulus is the primary heat source in the
introductory stage of the deposition process. The generated heat input (Q in watt) to build
DPs by the AFSD process is generally described as follows:

dQ =ω × dT (1)
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dT = R × dF (2)

dT = R × τFriction × dA (3)
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From Equations (1)–(3)

dQ =ω × R × τFriction × dA (4)

T is the applied torque (in N.m),ω is the angular rotation speed (in rad/s).

τFriction = τcontact = µ × P = µ × F/A (5)

dA = R × dR × dθ (6)

τfriction (in Pa) is the friction shear stress at the interface, (F in N) is the axial downward
force, (A in m2) is the projected areas, and (P in Pa) is the contact pressure.

Substitute in Equation (4) using Equations (5) and (6)

dQ = ω × R × τcontact × R × dR × dθ (7)

dQ = ω × R × µ × P × R × dR × dθ (8)

dQ = ω × R2 × µ × P × dR × dθ (9)

Q =
∫ 2π

0

∫ R

0
ω × R2 × P × dR × dθ (10)

Q =
2
3
× π × ω × µ × R3 × F

A
(11)

ω =
2π N

60
(12)
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A = π R2 (13)

where N is the CRRS (in rpm), R is the consumable rod radius (in m), µ is the friction
coefficient between the two rubbing materials (equals 1.35) [45] and F is the deposition
axial force. By substitution in Equation (11) using Equations (12) and (13), then:

Q =
π

45
× µ × R × N × F (14)

For an AA7075-T6 rod rotating speed of 400 rpm and different deposition rates
(1–4 mm/min), using the measured downward forces at each deposition condition, Table 2
was plotted. It also presents the measured temperature of the AA2024-T4 substrate (T1) via
a thermocouple at the position shown in Figure 6b and the generated heat input based on
Equation (14).

Table 2. The axial force, heat input, and temperature during the FSD of AA7075-T6.

Deposition
Rate,

(mm/min)

Rotation
Speed,
RPM

Axial Force,
Kg

Heat Input,
Watt

T1:
Substrate
Temp, ◦C

T2: Deposited
Layer

Temp, ◦C

1

400

976 7173.60 330 339
2 1020 7497.00 352 375
3 1144 8408.40 375 386
4 1225 9003.75 395 407

The temperature of the deposited layer (T2) is calculated depending on the Fourier
law of heat conduction by Equation (16)

Q = KA
T1 − T2

∆x
(15)

By substitution in Equation (15) using Equation (14):

T2 =
∆x × µ × N × F

45 K × R
+ T1 (16)

In this equation, K is the material’s conductivity and T1 and T2 are the change in the
temperatures across a short distance (∆x).

The AFSD thermal cycles of the DPs were plotted against the deposition time at the
recorded downward force for all the applied deposition rates (1–4 mm/min) and a constant
400 rpm rotation speed, as given in Figure 7. Starting from the earliest contact between the
bottom surface of the rotating rod and the upper surface of the substrate, along with the
continuously increasing deposition rate, heat is generated due to the exerted downward
force, and the temperature within the materials increases. The generated temperature is
found to be adequate to cause the initial softening of the rubbed materials. It is found to
reach its peak value at the onset of the first layer deposition of the AA7075 on the substrate
(i.e., rod material plasticization stage as shown in Figure 7), where the plasticization
temperatures were 339, 375, 386 and 407 ◦C at deposition rates of 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
With deposition continuation, a temperature plateau is established at the peak temperature
that is sufficient to deposit more layers of the rod material, creating the third stage. At
the end of the AFSD process, the temperature of the DP is gradually decreased to room
temperature during the air-cooling stage.
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The plasticizing temperature increases with increase in the deposition rate based on
FSW principles [46,47]. At a higher deposition rate, the compressive force of the rotating rod
on the substrate and the generation of more frictional heat increase, so that the deposition
temperature increases. The highest deposition temperature of 407 ± 4 ◦C was generated at
a deposition feed rate of 4 m/min; meanwhile, the lower deposition feed rate of 1 mm/min
generated the lowest temperature of 339 ± 5 ◦C. It was observed that, at the constant
rotation speed (400 rpm), the axial force, heat input, and bulk and substrate temperatures
increased with increasing deposition feed rates. Moreover, the rise in temperature of the
substrate was less than that of the DP because of the larger heat sink.

3.4. Macrostructure and Microstructure Investigation

Macrostructure examination of the mid-section revealed sound, defect-free, continu-
ously deposited multilayer build-ups without any obvious separation between the layers
along the building direction and no noticeable cracks or voids through the interface be-
tween these layers and the substrate in all the produced DPs at the deposition conditions
of 400 rpm and feed rates from 1 to 4 mm/min (Figure 8), indicating suitable proposed
heat input to achieve defect-free deposited multilayers jointed well with the substrate plate.
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Optical micrographs of the as-received AA7075 consumable rod, the AA2024 substrate plate
and the AA7075/AA2024 interface are shown in Figure 9. Both the grain structures were
large and elongated in the deformed direction for the rod material (Figure 9a,b) and the sub-
strate sheet (Figure 9c). The interfacial region between the AA7075 deposited material and
the AA2024 substrate is shown in Figure 9d,e. The deposited AA7075/AA2024 substrate
interface shows a curved profile, which can be related to the mutual plastic deformation
of both the substrate surface and the deposited material, which might involve mixing of
the two material alloys and structure linkage. It was reported [1] that this curved interface
indicates severe plastic deformation between the substrate surface and the deposited layers.
Furthermore, the corresponding structural interlocking is predicted to result in intense
material flow, good mixing, and significantly stronger interfacial adhesion.
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In the AFSD process, the interfacial adhesion between the deposited material and the
substrate is crucial for the overall integrity and performance of the joint [48]. Structural
interlocking refers to the mechanical interlocking of the material’s micrometer scale across
the interface, which enhances the adhesion strength [49]. During the AFSD process, the
rotating tool stirs the material at the interface, resulting in intense plastic deformation
and mixing of the material from the substrate and the deposited material. This mixing
promotes the adhesion of the deposited layers to the substrate at the atomic scale. The
structural interlocking helps in minimizing interfacial defects, such as voids, porosity,
and inclusions. The intense plastic deformation and mixing during AFSD promote the
redistribution and elimination of these defects, leading to improved interfacial quality and
adhesion. Furthermore, the formation of strong metallurgical bonds at the interface due to
the mixing of atoms and the refinement of the microstructure facilitate atomic diffusion
and solid-state bonding, resulting in a larger contact area and better continuity between
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the deposited material and the substrate with enhanced interfacial adhesion and improved
load-carrying capacity [50].
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Figure 9. Optical microstructures: (a) AA7075-T6 rod BM, (b) at higher magnification of (a), (c) the
AA2024 plate, (d) the interfacial region between AA7075 deposited layers and the AA2024 substrate
of the specimen processed at 400 rpm and 3 mm/min, and (e) at higher magnification of (d).

The AFSD is a thermo-mechanical process, like both FSW [18,51–54] and FSP [17,55–57],
in terms of plastic deformation in the deposition zone associated with the heat generation.
The temperature in the deposition zone may reach a value ranging from 60 to 80% of the
melting point of the consumable rod BM. Thus, the continuously deposited multilayers
suffer from a relatively high temperature and severe plastic deformation due to the stirring
action under the continuous feed rate and the applied machine axial force. Thereby, the
two possible parameters of continuous dynamic recrystallization [58] are established. The
obtained microstructure shows significant grain refining compared to the AA7075 rod BM,
as given in Figure 10. The DP grain size is noticeably influenced by the AFSD feed rate
at a constant rod rotation speed. Figure 11 displays histograms of the average grain size
distribution formed at various feeding rates of 1, 2, 3 and 4 mm/min and 400 rpm constant
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rotation speed. The grain size slightly increases with increasing deposition feed rates as a
result of increase in the processing temperature. It attains the average values of 1.75 ± 0.35,
2.25 ± 0.30, 3.25 ± 0.25 and 3.75 ± 0.45 µm at 1, 2, 3 and 4 mm/min feeding rates, respectively,
compared to the average grain size value of 52 ± 13 µm for the AA7075 rod BM material in
the deposition direction (Figure 9a,b). Figure 9c represents the microstructure of the AA2024
substrate material. Its grains are elongated in the rolling direction and have an average grain
size of 33 ± 6.2 µm. Another microstructure feature was noted: that the microstructures
of AA7075-T6 BM (Figure 9a,b) and the deposited layers (Figure 9d,e) contain black dots,
elongated aggregates, and irregular aggregates. These features were found in the deposited
layers as dispersed fragments. Previous studies [59–61] indicated that the AA7075 (Al-Zn-Mg-
Cu) aluminum alloy contained different types of intermetallic materials in both the T-6 and
the friction stir welded or processed conditions. Thus, it can be inferred that the deposition
feed rate and the rotation speed are crucial processing parameters that exert a noticeable effect
on the presence and distribution of intermetallics in the microstructure of the DPs.
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XRD was used as a tool to examine the presence phases for both the AA7075-T6 rod
and the additive friction stir deposited materials at 400 rpm and feed rates of 1, 2, 3 and
4 mm/min, as represented in Figure 12. It can be seen that all the XRD patterns revealed
typical peaks for the aluminum phase at 2-θ of 38.3, 44.5, 65.0, 78.2, 82.3 and 98.7◦ as the
majority phase. The presence of only small peaks indicates the detection of MgZn2 as
a minor phase. This intermetallic appears at 2-θ of 19.7, 20.9, 40.7, 42.5, 51.8, 69.2, and
72.7◦. In addition, the possibility of detection of an Al7Cu2Fe phase is not confirmed with
the XRD technique used as it appears overlapped with the aluminum peaks, as shown
in Figure 12. This phenomenon was observed by Aliyah and Anawati [61] who reported
the same phenomenon. Therefore, an advanced SEM-EDS analysis system was used to
confirm the possible intermetallics in the AA7075-T6 rod BM and the built material at
400 rpm and a 3 mm/min feed rate, as shown in Figure 13. It can be remarked that the EDS
investigation showed three different intermetallics in the aluminum matrix: MgZn2 (Spot
1) AlCuMg, (Spot 2) and Al7Cu2Fe (Spot 3), as shown in Figure 13a,b. The EDS-spots 1,
2 and 3 are represented in Figure 13c–e, respectively. These intermetallics differ in their
morphology and phase composition. The intermetallic morphologies in the aluminum
matrix alloy are governed by numerous parameters, like chemical composition, type of
alloying elements, processing technique and heat treatment program [62,63]. The noted
morphologies of the detected intermetallics are elongated intermetallic, almost-spherical
and irregular for MgZn2, AlCuMg and Al7Cu2Fe, respectively, as seen in Figure 13. These
results are consistent with those mentioned by Ahmed et al. [41] and El-Sayed Seleman
et al. [64] for joining AA7075 and AA2024 via FSW. It can also be remarked that the size
of these precipitates is profoundly affected by the AFSD process, as they become finer
with high dispersion in the deposited continuous multilayers (Figure 13b) compared to the
AA7075-T6 rod material (Figure 13a).
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3.5. Mechanical Properties

When compared to the AA7075-T6 rod BM, the variation in hardness along the contin-
uously deposited multilayered portions may provide a better prediction of the mechanisms
involved in the deposited layers that result in loss or increase in strength. The hardness
values are controlled by the grain size structure and the presence of intermetallics [65,66].
Figure 14 illustrates the hardness variation maps of the AA7075 BM and DP processed
at a constant rotation speed of 400 rpm and feeding rats at 1, 2, 3, and 4 mm/min. The
AFSD procedure resulted in a more homogeneous hardness distribution across the layers
of the deposited materials (Figure 14b–e) than the AA7075-T6 rod material (Figure 14a). In
addition, within the DPs, the average hardness increased with increase in the deposition
rate from 1 to 3 mm/min. This was followed by a slight decrease at a deposition feed
rate of 4 mm/min. These values were 126 ± 5, 142 ± 6, 165 ± 5, and 149 ± 5, with the
DPs additively friction stir deposited at a constant rod rotation speed of 400 mm/min
and 1, 2, 3, and 4 mm/min, respectively. These values were lower than those given with
AA7075-T6 BM. Similar results have been reported in different works when the T6 ma-
terial was subjected to thermomechanical processes [62,64,67–69]. The DP processed at
3 mm/min attained 90% of the AA7075 BM. The hardness of this alloy is controlled by
two mechanisms. The first mechanism involves an increase in hardness-related grain size
reductions. The morphology, size, and dispersion of the stable intermetallics reflect the
second mechanism. These two mechanisms result in increased hardness. However, the
hardness of all the produced DPs is lower than the AA7075-T6 BM. This may be due to
the fact that the AA7075-T6 is a full precipitation hardened alloy; thus, when exposed to
high temperatures during deposition, these precipitates either dissolve or coarsen, thus the
hardness is reduced. But the contribution of saturated solid solution (SSS) intermetallic
fragmentation and dispersion and grain refining cannot compensate for the loss of hardness
due to precipitate dissolution and coarsening [41,70,71].
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Figure 14. Hardness map distribution of the (a) AA7075-T6 BM amd the deposited AA7075-T6
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Figure 15 illustrates the engineering stress–strain curve and the ultimate compressive
strength for the AA7075 DPs parts at the studied deposition conditions. It appears that the
compressive strength of the DPs increases with increase in the feed rate from 1 to 3 mm/min
and then decreases at a 4 mm/min deposition feed rate. In comparison to alloy AA7075-T6
BM, they had noticeably greater compressive strengths and demonstrated the ability to
withstand up to 30% strain without fracture. The aluminum alloy’s compressive properties
depend on the tested materials’ microstructure. After the AFSD process, the ultimate
compressive strength of the DPs was higher than the AA7075-T6 BM at the deposition rate
of 3 mm/min, where the maximum compressive strength was 1320 MPa and for the as-
received material was 910 MPa. This improvement in compressive strength of the deposited
specimen is due to the grain refining and highly dispersed fragmented intermetallics of the
DPs [68]. Finally, for the AA7075-T6 DPs, it can be said that the compressive strength is
highly affected by grain refining, while the hardness is highly affected by the precipitates.
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4. Conclusions

The current study explores the possibility of applying the AFSD technique to build
continuous multilayered AA7075-T6 parts on the AA2024 substrate, as well as to optimize
the process parameters in terms of rotation speeds (200–1200 rpm) and deposition feed
rates (1–5 mm/min). The macrostructures, microstructures, present phases, and mechanical
properties were investigated. Based on analysis of the results, the following conclusions
can be drawn:

1. The suggested AFSD process successfully fabricated sound continuous multilayered
AA7075-T6 DPs without any physical defects (porosity or cavities) using a 400 rpm
rotation speed and 1, 2, 3, and 4 mm/min deposition feed rates.

2. The microstructure investigation showed that the AFSD at the applied deposition
parameters produced equiaxed fine grain structures compared to the AA7075-T6 rod
BM, and the optimum parameters for manufacturing deposited high-performance
materials were found to be a CRRS of 400 rpm and a deposition feeding rate of
3 mm/min.
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3. The chosen AFSD technique with the applied processing variables gives a more
uniform hardness distribution through the cross-sections of the AA7075-T6 deposited
materials compared to the AA7075-T6 rod BM.

4. The deposition feed rate affects the size and dispersion of intermetallics (MgZn2, Al-
CuMg and Al7Cu2Fe) at a CRRS of 400 rpm, and the obtained results demonstrate that
these precipitates have a direct impact on the strengthening of the deposited layers.
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